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of any new or increased property taxes. (Cal. Const. Art. XIII A, § 4.) (Ex. 3.) The WRD holds annual 

public rate setting hearings to determine the RA for the ensuing fiscal year, at which pumpers, public 

officials, or residents in the district may be heard, and adopts a resolution establishing a uniform RA per 

acre foot ("AF") of water on the production of groundwater from the Basins against groundwater 

producers. (Water Code § § 60300, 60306, 60315, and 60317.) The hearings provided an "invitation to 

all interested parties to attend and be heard in support of or opposition to the proposed RA." (Ex. 4; Ex. 

41, pp. 2-3, 9-13, 22.) 

The WRD is also responsible for "clean up" operations in the Basins, the cost for which is 

included in the RA. (Water Code§ 60224.) The WRD operates and maintains groundwater monitoring 

wells to test groundwater levels and water quality through its Regional Groundwater Monitoring Program 

("ROMP"). Between 1997-2010, the WRD obtained authorization and construction permits from Carson 

to build three groundwater monitoring wells in the city. (Ex. 5.) 

The RA is one of the single largest cost factor of groundwater for groundwater producers in the 

Basins. A series of audits by the State Auditor between 1999 and 2004 criticized the WRD's excessive 

RA rates, wasteful spending, and excessive reserves. (Ex. 6, pp. 3, 5, 17, 20, 25, 39, 43, 84; Ex. 7, pp. 3, 

80-82; Ex. 8, pp. 3, 56-57.) However, the audits did nothing to prevent the RA rate increases since 2004. 

The WRD has increased the RA by more than 100% between 2005-2017 ($135/AF to $318/AF). (Ex. 9, 

pp. 5, 14, 22, 31, 40, 49, 59, 71, 82, 92, 108, 127, 137.) 

This raises a potential for a significant clash of duties and loyalties because Robles approves the 

annual RA as a director of the WRD assessed against all groundwater producers; the RA is passed through 

to Carson by its water servicers on a dollar for dollar basis, which has led to rising water rates for 

consumers; and Carson residents and/or public officials could object to the RA at the WRD's annual rate 

setting hearing, or sue the WRD for wasteful spending in an effort to reduce the water rates charged by 

their water servicers. 

C. City of Carson

Carson overlies the West Coast Basin and lies within the boundaries of the WRD. In addition to

being a user of water from the West Coast Basin, Carson _possesses all of the powers and authorities of a 

general law city. (Ex. 29, pp. 2-6, 34.) These include the authority to regulate land use, (Cal. Const. Art. 
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1 In April 2011, the Court granted the petition for mandate, having ruled that Proposition 218 

2 applied to the RA, as a property-related fee, and ordered the WRD to vacate the RAs it imposed over the 

3 past four years, and to comply with the provisions of Article XIII D, § 6(a ) before imposing any new RA. 

4 (Ex. 14, p. 14; Ex. 16, pp. 38-39, 120-136.) 

5 On July 5, 2011, Robles, as a WRD director, met with Carson City Mayor Jim Dear to discuss 

6 "city and WRD issues." On August 2, 2012, Robles, as a WRD director, met with Carson City Mayor 

7 Jim Dear again in Carson for an "update on WRD matters," and to discuss matters impacting Carson. 

8 (Ex. 15,pp. 54, 77; Ex. 16,pp.17-19.) 

9 In a May 29, 2012 WRD press release regarding the Proposition 218 lawsuit, Robles 

10 acknowledged, "Unfortunately, it's the ratepayers (including Carson ) who bear the burden of paying 

11 millions of dollars in this unnecessary legal gamesmanship. We hope that the Court's decision allows us 

12 a moment to pause and begin working together to solve the water crisis facing all ratepayers rather than 

13 waste more precious public resources squabbling."(ltalics added.) (Ex. 16, pp. 43-45, 228-229; Ex. 17.) 

14 In September 2012, in related cases brought by Tesoro Refining and Marketing Co. ("Tesoro "), 

15 with operations in Carson, and the Central Basin Municipal Water District ("CBMWD ") against the 

16 WRD, the Court granted the petitions for mandate, having ruled that Proposition 218 applied to the RA, 

17 and ordered the WRD to vacate the RAs, and to comply with the provisions of Proposition 218 before 

18 imposing anyFiew RA.(Ex.16,pp.40-43, 137,166, 192;Ex.18,p. l;Ex.19,p. l;Ex.20,pp.2,28,31.) 

19 On October 16, 2012, after suffering repeated defeats in court in the Proposition 218 litigation, 

20 Robles, in his role as President of the WRD board, made a PowerPoint presentation before the Carson 

21 City Council to discuss the impact of the Proposition 218 lawsuit on Carson. (Ex. 16, p. 30; Ex. 21, pp. 

22 1-26; Ex. 22, pp. 2-5.) Among other things, Robles admitted during his presentation that the WRD's

23 operation and litigation costs, assessed against Ba�in pumpers in the form of the RA, come from "the 

24 pocket of every water rate payer in Carson," as those costs are "passed on to the ultimate consumer and 

25 resident here in Carson." (Ex. 16, pp. 5, 19-26; Ex. 22, pp. 3-7.) He then attempted to interfere with 

26 Carson's professional relationship with its City Attorney, Aleshire & Wynder, by highlighting the fact 

27 that the city litigants were represented by the same firm. "What you have here is a situation where the 
�-➔· 

2,.g· law firm that is the city attorney for the City of Carson is fighting to quadruple the water rates for the 
•·�·

l,n 
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City of Carson." (Ex. 16, p. 26; Ex. 29, p. 8-9.) Robles concluded his presentation, "It's costing the Water 

Replenishment District money and it's costing Carson residents money today. But if they're successful, 

it's going to cost Carson residents a lot more money in the future." (Ex. 22, pp. 7-8.) Although Robles 

was not a sitting councilmember, Robles' lobbying efforts as a WRD director in Carson highlight the 

potential for a significant clash of duties and loyalties between both offices. Robles cannot serve two 

masters and remain neutral (Ex. 29, pp. 14-18, 28-30.). 

No action was taken by the City Council to terminate its contract with Aleshire & Wynder. (Ex. 

23.) Within weeks, Robles pulled his nomination papers to run for Carson City Council and was elected 

to office in March 2013. (Ex. 16, pp. 33, 71-76; Ex. 23; Ex. 24.) During the pendency of the Proposition 

218 litigation against the WRD, and as soon as he was elected, Robles lobbied for appointment to sit on 

the city council committee charged with the performance review of the City Attorney, in an effort to 

terminate the City Attorney contract. (Ex. 16, pp. 31, 34-35; Ex. 23.) He told Carson public officials 

he wanted to fire the City Attorney because the firm represented the city litigants in the Proposition 

218 litigation against the WRD. (Ex. 16, p. 36-37; Ex. 23.) 

The city litigants settled the Proposition 218 lawsuit with the WRD in 2015. The WRD agreed 

to pay the city litigants' attorneys' fees and costs, and fund $5 million in water projects in the cities. 

The parties also agreed to a "peace term" during which the cities would not pursue any litigation 

against the WRD related to the validity of the RA for the ensuing three years, giving the WRD carte 

blanche to charge excessive rates without challenge. The parties also adopted Proposition 218-like 

Procedures, which limited notice of the WRD's annual rate setting hearing and protest 

opportunity to "Active Pumpers" within its jurisdiction. An "Active Pumper" was defined as a holder 

of an adjudicated right who had pumped water from a groundwater producing facility in the prior year. 

(Ex. 16, pp. 52-56, 59, 233-282; Ex. 25, p. 16.)

The Settlement Agreement may not have been in the best interests of Robles' constituents in 

Carson. The Proposition 218 litigants argued, and the court agreed in its final ruling, that the WRD 

must give notice and an opportunity to be heard to all "affected parties" to protest any rate increase, 

including all parcel owners within the Basins. However, the Settlement Agreement does not require 

notice to all "affected parties." This provision specifically excludes Robles' constituents in Carson 

who Robles 
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1 admitted are directly impacted by rising RAs, as the result of decisions and actions by the WRD. 

2 D. Carson's Land Use Regulatory Activities May Affect the Supply and Quality of Basin

3 Groundwater

4 Carson's land use regulatory activities may also affect the supply and quality of the groundwater

5 that the WRD is charged with supplying and conserving, which could serve as another area of potential 

6 conflict. (Azusa Land Reclamation Co. v. Main San Gabriel Watermaster (1997) 52 Cal.App.4th 1165, 

7 1178-1179.) Carson might seek to boost its economy through land development, and expanding industry 

8 to increase revenue streams and add new jobs. But, from the WRD's perspective, such action could pose 

9 risks to the supply and quality of the Basin groundwater. (Ex. 29, pp. 7-10, 24-27, 32-33, 37, 41; Ex. 41, 

10 pp. 15-19, 33-34, 37-39.) 

11 To illustrate, Tesoro3 announced plans in August 2012 to buy the BP Refinery in Carson as part 

12 of a $2.5 billion purchase. The acquisition would make Tesoro the largest refinery in California. The BP 

13 Refinery provides about 20% of Southern California's gasoline market and half of the jet fuel for LAX. 

14 The purchase required the approval of the AG and the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC.") (Ex. 26.) 

15 Tesoro's purchase of the BP Refinery was not welcomed by Robles and the WRD. On April 18, 2013, 

16 while a newly seated Carson councilmember, Robles and other WRD representatives met with the AG's 

17 Antitrust Division in an attempt to stop approval of Tesoro's BP acquisition in Carson, by requesting that 

18 the approval be conditioned on payment of monies owed to the WRD by Tesoro, in connection with the 

19 Proposition 218 lawsuit. The AG declined to consider the request, and both the AG and the FTC later 

20 approved the acquisition. (Ex. 16, pp. 44-51, 230-232; Ex. 27.) 

21 Tesoro later acquired BP Refinery, and proposed to expand refinery operations in Carson, under 

22 the Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project ("LARIC".) The South Coast Air 

23 Quality Management District ("SCAQMD") became the lead agency, and approved the Final 

24 Environmental Impact Report ("EIR") in May 2017. Within days, Robles voted to serve a Notice oflntent 

25 to File CEQA Petition against the SCAQMD, to challenge the final EIR, and seek a TRO restraining any 

26 action by Tesoro to carry out the LARIC project. (Ex. 28, pp. 1-2.) According to Carson City Manager 

27 Ken Farfsing, "our position is that the entire refinery project needs to be approved by the City through a 

28 

·,-__J 

3 Tesoro did not settle its Proposition 218 lawsuit against the WRD in LASC Case No. BS 134239. The case is set for trial in 
D. 34 of the LASC on January 22, 2018.
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